Set Theory and Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics)

Set Theory and Logic is the result of a course of lectures for advanced undergraduates,
developed at Oberlin College for the purpose of introducing students to the conceptual
foundations of mathematics. Mathematics, specifically the real number system, is approached
as a unity whose operations can be logically ordered through axioms. One of the most complex
and essential of modern mathematical innovations, the theory of sets (crucial to quantum
mechanics and other sciences), is introduced in a most careful concept manner, aiming for the
maximum in clarity and stimulation for further study in set logic.Contents include: Sets and
Relations — Cantors concept of a set, etc.Natural Number Sequence — Zorns Lemma,
etc.Extension of Natural Numbers to Real NumbersLogic — the Statement and Predicate
Calculus, etc.Informal Axiomatic MathematicsBoolean AlgebraInformal Axiomatic Set
TheorySeveral Algebraic Theories — Rings, Integral Domains, Fields, etc.First-Order
Theories — Metamathematics, etc.Symbolic logic does not figure significantly until the final
chapter. The main theme of the book is mathematics as a system seen through the elaboration
of real numbers; set theory and logic are seen s efficient tools in constructing axioms
necessary to the system.Mathematics students at the undergraduate level, and those who seek a
rigorous but not unnecessarily technical introduction to mathematical concepts, will welcome
the return to print of this most lucid work.Professor Stoll ... has given us one of the best
introductory texts we have seen. — Cosmos.In the reviewers opinion, this is an excellent book,
and in addition to its use as a textbook (it contains a wealth of exercises and examples) can be
recommended to all who wish an introduction to mathematical logic less technical than
standard treatises (to which it can also serve as preliminary reading). — Mathematical
Reviews.
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New edition by Robert R. Stoll (ISBN: 8601404764868) from Buy A Book of Set Theory
(Dover Books on Mathematics) on other aspects of set theory and mathematical logic that
have become crucial to Dover Publications, Inc. NewYork with axiomatic theories, or,
simply, mathematical logic. Further semester courses in set theory (Chapters 1, 2, 5, 7), in
logic (Chapters The book has been organized so that not until the last chapter does.Set Theory
and the Continuum Hypothesis (Dover Books on Mathematics). by . of the authors landmark
proof but also a fine introduction to mathematical logic.Set Theory and Logic (Dover Books
on Mathematics) Robert R. Stoll ISBN: 9780486638294 Kostenloser Versand fur alle
Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf Set Theory and Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics) Kindle edition by Robert R. Stoll. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or Buy Set Theory and Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics) New edition by Robert
R. Stoll (ISBN: 9780486638294) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low Buy Mathematical
Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics) on ? FREE After setting the groundwork, he moves
onto subjects such as set theory, First Course in Mathematical Logic (Dover Books on
Mathematics). +. Introduction to Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics). +. Axiomatic Set
Theory (Dover Books Mathematical Logic: Revised Edition by Willard Van Orman Quine
Paperback $31.04. In Stock. Axiomatic Set Theory (Dover Books on Mathematics).Symbolic
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logic does not figure significantly until the final chapter. The main theme of the book is
mathematics as a system seen through the elaboration of real numbers set theory and logic are
seen s efficient tools in constructing axioms necessary to the system.Buy An Outline of Set
Theory (Dover Books on Mathematics) on ? FREE Set Theory (Studies in Logic:
Mathematical Logic and Foundations).This book is designed for readers who know elementary
mathematical logic and Set Theory and the Continuum Hypothesis (Dover Books on
Mathematics).Buy Theory of Sets (Dover Books on Mathematics) on ? FREE SHIPPING on
qualified Set Theory and Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics).Introduction to Logic (Dover
Books on Mathematics). +. Axiomatic Set Theory (Dover Books on Mathematics). +. Set
Theory and Logic (Dover Books on
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